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Abstract 

Cosets of the Reed-Muller code R(m- 3,tn) are classified under the actions of GL(m,2) and 

GA(m, 2), the latter being the automorphism group of R(m - 3, m) for m > 4. The number of cosets in 

each class is calculated. Orphans of R(m- 3, m) are identified, and the normality of R(m- 3, m) is 

established. A recursive formula is given for computing weight distributions of cosets of R(m - 3, m). 

The formula gives the number of vectors of weight w in a coset of R(m-3, m) with minimal weight 

p rather easily when w is not far away from p. 

1. Introduction 

Let C be a binary linear code of length n, and let G be an automorphism group of C. 
Then G acts on the set of all cosets of C. Cosets in the same G-orbit are said to be 
G-equivalent. G-equivalent cosets have the same coding theoretic properties. 

In this paper, we concentrate on the cosets of the (m - 3)rd order Reed-Muller code 
R( m - 3, m) of length 2”. The general affine group GA(m, 2) is an automorphism group 
of R(m - 3, m), and is the full automorphism group when m 24. (See [13]). The 
general linear group GL(m, 2) is a subgroup of GA(m,2). In Section 3, we see that the 
cosets of R(m- 3, m) of even weight correspond to m x m symmetric matrices over 
GF(2), and their GL(m, 2)-equivalence classes correspond to congruence classes of 
m x m symmetric matrices. The same thing happens with respect to the cosets of 
R( m- 3, m) of odd weight. Using the well-known classification of symmetric matrices 
over GF(2), we easily get the classification of cosets of R( m - 3, m) under the action of 
GL(m, 2). The classification of cosets of R(m-3, m) under the action of GA(m, 2) 
follows immediately. The minimal weight and the number of cosets in each GA( m, 2)- 
equivalence class are calculated. In Section 4, we identify the orphans of R(m - 3, m). 
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(See [4,5,9] for the definition and importance of orphans of a binary linear code.) It 
turns out that all the orphans of R(m -3, m) are O-covered. This implies that 
R(m - 3, m) is normal. (See [8] for the definition and importance of normal codes.) In 
Section 5, a recursive formula is given for computing weight distributions of cosets of 
R(m- 3, m). For a coset C of R(m - 3, m) with minimal weight p, the formula gives the 
number of vectors of weight w in C rather easily when w is not far away from p. When 
w is far away from p, the formula involves a large amount of computation. 

Section 2 presents some background in Reed-Muller codes and geometry over 
GF( 2). 

2. Preliminaries 

For binary vectors x=(x1, . . . . x”), y=(yl, . . . . y,), define xny=(xlyl, . . . . x,y,). 
Throughout this paper, h is always the all-one row vector of suitable length. 

Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over GF(2). Choose a distinguished 
ordered basis E i , . . . , E, for V, and define Hamming weight 10 1 on V: 

IX1E1+...+X,E,I=I(X1,...,X”)). (2.1) 

Subsets of V are binary codes of length n. Let W be another n-dimensional vector 
space over GF(2) with a distinguished ordered basis ql, . . . , qn, and let cp : V+ W be 
the linear isomorphism given by si++qi (i= 1, . . . , n). For any code Cc V, cp( C) is 
called the representation of C in W. Representing a code in a different ambient space 
sometimes is convenient. An automorphism of a code Cc I/ is a linear isomorphism 
V + V extended by a permutation of sl, . . . , E, which leaves C invariant. 

For m>O, let GF(2) [Xi, . . . , X,J be the polynomial ring, and 

Y,=GF(2)[X, ,..., X,]/(Xt-X, ,..., X:-X,) 

z(BGF(2)[X,, . . . . X, J : the degree of each Xi in P is at most 1 }. (2.2) 

9, is a 2”-dimensional vector space over GF(2). Choose E, (~EGF(~)~) as the 
distinguished ordered basis for g,,,, where Ul 

&,=(X1-ul+l)...(Xm-u,+l), for u= i [I sGF(2)“. 

%I 

(E,(U)= 1 and s,(u)=0 for v#uoGF(2)“.) 
For w > 0, let M,,, be the set of all m x w matrices over GF(2). 

M,= u KVv. 
W>O 

Put 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

For A, BE M,, we say A -B if B can be obtained from A by a permutation of columns 
and by adding or deleting pairs of repeated columns. N is an equivalence relation on 
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M,. Let q: M, +M,/- be the quotient map. Define + on M,/- : 

(2.5) 

(Mm/- can be regarded as the power set of GF(2)” where + is the symmetric 
difference.) M,,J - is a 2”-dimensional vector space over GF(2). Choose q(u) 
(ucGF(2)“) as the distinguished ordered basis for M,/- . 

Let cp : Pm +M,/- be the linear isomorphism given by E, H q(u) ( UEGF( 2)“). One 
can prove that cp-r : M,/- -+9’,,, is given by 

a1 

4; I-B 

i[ Ii ,<~<, Itail +h) n .” n(Ui,+h)lZil,...,iay 
%I 

. . 
lCil<...<i.$m 

(2.6) 

where I(ai,+h)n ... n (gi,+h)l is regarded as an element in GF(2), (the empty 
intersectionofrowvectorsish,)andX?i ,,,,,, i.=flioiI ,,__, m)\IiI ,,,,, i.IXi,(J?o=X1 . ..X.,,.) 

The general affine group GA( m,2) acts on GF(2)m, hence permutes E, (ueGF(2)“‘) 
and q(u) (uEGF(~)~): for anyfEGA(m,2), 

f(~“)=~f~“b f(du))=q(f(u)), UEGF(Z)" . (2.7) 

f extends to linear automorphisms of P,,, and M,/- such that the diagram 

(2.8) 

commutes. GA(m,2) also acts on M,: for anyfEGA(m,2), and [ul,...,uw]~M,, 

f(Cu 1,...,~,l)=Cf(~l),...,f(~,)l. (2.9) 

The diagram 

(2.10) 

commutes. 
Let 0 <I < m. The usual definition of the rth order Reed-Muller code of length 2” is 

R(r,m)={F~9,,,: degF<r}. (2.11) 
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By (2.6), we see that the representation of R(r, m) in M,/- is 

cp(R(r,m))={q(A)EM,/w: A= ;’ EM, [I %I 
satisfies 1 ai, n * * * n tli, 1 E 0 (mod 2) 

for O<a<m-r-l, 1 <iI c ... ci,<m}. (2.12) 

We will work on q(R(r,m)) and will not distinguish between R(r,m) and rp(R(r,m)). 
GA(m,2) is an automorphism group of R(r,m). When 1 <r<m-2, GA(m,2) is the 
full automorphism group of R(r, m). (See [13].) The general linear group GL( m, 2) is 
an automorphism group of R( r, m). 

Lemma 2.1. Let 9, be the set of all m x m symmetric matrices over GF(2), and let 
AEY, have rank(A)= t. Zf t is odd, there is a PEGL(m, 2) such that 

-1 

PAPT = 
1 

0 

-1 t 
=Z(m, t). 

0, 

Zf t is even, there is a PEGL(m,2) such that 

or 

PAPT = 

0 1 

1 0 
0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 t 
=K(m,t), 

=Z(m, t). (2.15) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

When ta2 is even, (2.14) and (2.15), do not both occur. 
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Proof. We may assume A # 0. Without loss of generality, we may write 

A= 
AI Ai 

[ 1 A2 A3 ’ 

where 

A,=[11 or 
0 1 

[ 1 10’ 

Let 

p = I(s,s) 0 
1 

Ad1 I(m-s,m-s) 1 
EGUm, 21, 

where s is the size of A r . Then 

PIAPT = 
AI 0 

[ 1 0 A; ’ 

Now the inducti 

P. 

on on the size of A shows that there is a p~GL(m,2) such that 

-1 

1 
0 1 

1 0 4P= . = 

. 0 1 

1 0 n 
” 

To prove that one of (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15) true, we only have to note 

Finally, note that for any PEGL( m, 2), the main diagonal entries of PK(m, t)PT are all 
0. Hence, when ta2 is even, (2.14) and (2.15) do not both happen. 0 

For any AEY,, define 

S(A)={PoGL(m,2): PAPT=A}tGL(m,2). 

(S( K(271,2n)) is the symplectic group.) 

(2.16) 
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Lemma 2.2. 

V/2) - 1 m-t 
2(1/4)t2+(1/2)(m-t)(m+t-1) 

ivl vi- 1) fl Pi- 11, if t is even, 
= i=l 

ct- lV2 If-t 
2(1/4)(t-1)2+(1/2)(m-t)(m+t-1) i!l (22i_ 1) n (2i- 11, if t is Odd7 

i=l 

(2.17) 

(Z/Z) II-t 
IS(K(m,t))l=2 (1/4)t2+(1/2)(m-t) (m+t- 1) 

iy (2”-1) fl (2’-l), t is even. 
i=l 

(2.18) 

Proof. We have 

WZ) - 1 
2(1/W’ ivl V2’- 1) > if t is even, 

Is(l(t, t))l= v-1w7 
2(1/4)(t- 1)2 n (22i_ lJ, ift is odd, 

(2.19) 

\ i=l 

(t/2) 

IS(K(t,t))l=2(1’4)t2 ~~l(22i-1), iftiseven. (2.20) 

((2.19) can be obtained by induction on t; (2.20) can be found in [l, p. 1473.) It is easily 
seen that PrzS(Z(m, t)) iff 

(2.21) 

where P,,ES(Z(t,t)) and Pz2EGL(m-t,2). Hence 

IS(Z(m,t))l=IS(Z(t,t))l.IGL(m-t,2)1.2””-”. (2.22) 

(2.17) follows from (2.22) and (2.19). (2.18) is proved in the same way. 0 

3. Classification of co&s of R( m - 3, m) 

For any A, BEM,, using(2.12) with r=m-3, we see that q(A)--q(B)ER(m-3,m) 
iff A and B have the same row size (mod 2), and AA’ = BBT. Let %,(U,) be the set of all 
cosets of R( m - 3, m) with even (odd) weight, and ‘X = wB, u %TO. Define II/ : % +9’,,,, 

q(A)+R(m-3,m)wAAT, AEM,. (3.1) 

JI restricts to bijections +,:ge + ,40, and $,,: V, + 9,. Let GL(m,2) act on Y,: for 
any PEGL(m, 2), AEY,, 

P(A)=PAP=. (3.2) 
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We have the following commutative diagrams: 

ge 2 9, 

I 
P 

I 

P 

K 2 Yrn 

qo 2 Ym 

I 

P 

I 

P 

% -5 Ym 

Let 

A,,z = 

209 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

t=O,l,..., m, (3.5) 

D,,,,= 

t=2,4, . . . . 2Lmf2j. (3.6) 

Theorem 3.1. The following are representatives of GL(m, 2)-orbits on %? 

q(A,,,)+R(m-3,m), t=O,l,..., m, (3.7) 

q(B,,,)+R(m-3,m), t=O,l,..., m, (3.8) 

q(G,J+R(m-3,m), t=2,4,...,2Lm/21, (3.9) 

q(D,,,)+R(m-3,m), t=2,4, . . . ,2Lm/2]. (3.10) 

Proof. By Lemma 2.1, Z(m,t) (t=O,l,..., m) and K(m,t) (t=2,4 ,..., 2Lm/2J) are 
representatives of GL(m, 2)-orbits on 9,. Therefore, by (3.3) and (3.4), II/; ’ (Z(m, t)), 
+,‘(Z(m,t)) (t=O,l, . . . . m) and $;‘(K(m,t)), IC/;‘(K(m,t)) (t=2,4,...,2Lm/2]) 
form representatives of GL(m, 2)-orbits on %?. Note that 

$el(Z(m,t))= q(Am’z 
I 

)+R(m-3,m), if O<t<m, tiseven, 

q(B,,,)+R(m-3,m), if O<t<m, tisodd, 

+;‘(Z(m, t))= ‘( 
B,,J+R(m-3,m), if O<t<m, tiseven, 

q(A,,,)+R(m-3,m), if O<t<m, tisodd. 
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Also note that $0 ’ (K( m, t)) is GL( m, 2)-equivalent to q( C,,,) + R( m - 3, m) 

(t=2,4, . . . ,2Lm/2]), since tiO( q( C,,,) + R( m - 3, m)) = C,,,C’,,, is GL( m, 2)-equiva- 

lent to K(m, t). Similarly, 1(/i 1 (K( m, t)) is GL( m, 2)-equivalent to q( II,,,) + R( m - 3, m) 
(t=2,4, . ..) 2LmPJ. 0 

For a group G acting on a set X and xeX, we use [x]o to denote the G-orbit on 
X containing x. 

Theorem 3.2. The cardinalities of the GL(m, 2)-equivalence classes of V are 

I Cq(A,,,)+R(m-3,m)l,,(,,2) - I -IC~(B,,,)+R(~-~,~)IGL(~,Z~I 

= 1 
2”‘4”“-2’~~==m,+l(2i-l) y ()<t<m tiseven 

l-py (p-1) ’ 1 ’ ’ ’ 

2(1,4)(f2-l)n~=m-r+1(2i-l) 

(3.11) 
v O<t<m tisodd 

nj’=-;)/2(22i__ 1) ’ . ’ ’ ’ 

Proof. By (3.3) and (3.4), we have 

lGL(m,2)l 
=ICr(m,t)lGL(m.Z)I=I~(~(m t)),’ , 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

Equations (3.13) and (2.17) yield (3.11). Equation (3.12) is proved in the same way. q 

Lemma 3.3. For l<t<m, q(A,,,)+R(m-3,m) is GA(m,2)-equivalent to q(&-1) 

+R(m-3,m). 

Proof. Let fEGA(m, 2), 

t, UEGF(~)“. 

Thenf(q(A,,,))=q(f(A,,,))=q(B,,,-1). 0 
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Lemma 3.4. For t=2,4 ,..., 2Lm/2 1, q(C,,,)+R(m-3, m) is GA(m, 2)-equiualent to 

q(JL,)+R(m-33,m). 

Proof. Let feGA(m, 2), 

Since 

UEGF(~)“‘. 

0 1 0 

*. 

1 0 0 

0 I 
T 

Theorem 3.5. 

The minimal weight of q(A,J+R(m-3,m)=t, O<t<m. (3.14) 

The minimal weight ofq(B,,,,,)+R(m-3,m)=m+l, (3.15) 

the minimal weight ofq(D,,,)+R(m-3,m)=t+2, 2<t<m, t is even. (3.16) 

Proof. We only prove (3.16). Equations (3.14) and (3.15) are proved in the same way. 

Let p be the minimal weight of q(D,,t) + R(m - 3, m). Hence, there is an AE M,,, such 

that q(A)Eq(D,,1)+R(m-33,m). Since AAT=D,,,DT,,r, we have rank(A)> 

rank( AAT) = rank(D,,,DT,,,) = t. Note that all rows of A have even weights. Therefore, 

p - 12 rank (A) B t. Since p and t are both even, we have p > t + 2. On the other hand, 

p<lq(D,,,)1=t+2. so, p=t+2. [? 

Theorem 3.6. The following are representatives of GA(m, 2)-orbits on $7: 

q(A,,,)+R(m-3,m), t=O,l,..., m, 

q(k,,)+R(m-3,m), 

q(Q,,,,)+R(m-3,m), t=2,4 ,..., 2Lm/2]. 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 
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Proof. By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, it suffices to prove that the above cosets are not 
GA( m, 2)-equivalent. By Theorem 3.5, it remains to prove: 

(i) q(&,,)+R(m-3,m) is not GA(m,2)-equivalent to q(A,,,+,)+R(m-3,m) 
(t=2,4, . ..) 2Lm/2]-2), and 

(ii) q(D,,,_1)+R(m-33,m) is not GA(m,2)-equivalent to q(B,,,)+R(m-3,m), 
(m is odd). 

Both (i) and (ii) follow when one notes that q(D,,r)ER(m-22,m) 
(t=2,4, . ..) 2Lm/2]), but q(A,,,)ER(m-l,m)\R(m-2,m) (t=O,l,...,m), and 

4(B,,,)ER(m-11,m)\R(m-2,m). 0 

Remark. In the usual ambient space 8, of R(m - 3, m), the following are representat- 

ives of GA(m, 2)-orbits on W 

t-f++~1+...+~,+R(m-3,m), t=O,l,..., m, 

(m+l)x~+xl+...+~,+R(m-3,m), 

^ ^ 
X,,z+...+X~t,Z)-l,t,2+R(m-3,m), t=2,4,...,2Lm/2]. 

Theorem 3.7. The GA( m, 2)-orbits on V are 

~~(~~,~)+~(~-33,~)l~~~m,~~=C~(~,,o)+~(~-33,m)lGL~m,2~, 

C~(~~,~)+R(~-33,~)l~~~m,~~=C~(~,,t)+R(m-3,m)l,,~,,2, u 

C4(B,,,-1)+R(m-3,m)lGL(m,2), 

t=1,2,4 ,..., 2Lm/2j, 

C~(~~,t)+R(~-3,~)l~~~,,~~=C~(~,,t)+R(~-3,m)lGL~m,2~u 

C4(B,,,-,)+R(m-3,m)l,,(,,2,u 

Cq(C,,,-1)+R(m-3,m)lGL(~,2), 

t=3,5,..., 2L(m-1)/21+1, 

Cq(B,,,)+R(m-33,m)lGA(m,l)= 

1 

Cq(B,,,)+R(m-33,m)l,,(,,2,, ifmisodd, 

Cq(B,,,)+R(m-3,m)lGL(m,2) u 

Cq(C,,,)+R(m-33,m)lGL(m,2), ifmiseuen, 

C4(D,,,)+R(m-33,m)lGA(m,2) =Cq(D,,t)+R(m-33,m)lGL(~,2), 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

t=2,4, . . . . 2Lm/2& (3.27) 
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and they 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

I[q(A,,,)+R(m-3,m)]GA~m,2~~=2(1~4)t(r-2)+m-~+1 
lXm_,+,(2’-1) 
n~~~j-l(22i_l) ’ 

t=2,4, . . . ,2Lmf2], (3.30) 

I[q(A,,,)+R(m-3,m)]GA~m,2~~=2(1’4)(f2-1)+m-t+~ ~~~;j~~{~~~,l’, 
I 1 

t=3,5,... ,2L(m- 1)/21+ 1, (3.31) 

IC4(B,,,)+R(m-3,m)1,,(,,2,1= 

2(W)(m*- 1) 
nr= 1(2’- 1) 

npy1)/2(22i_ lj’ ifmisodd, 

2(1/4)m(m+2) 
l-gt1(2’- 1) . 

nin$?)(22i_1)’ lfmisevm 

(3.32) 

IC4(~,,,)+R(m-33,m)]GA(m,2~l=2(1'4)t(t-2) n~&;~2$~j1J, 
I 1 

t=2,4, .,., 2Lm/2]. (3.33) 

Proof. Equation (3.23)-(3.27) follow from Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, and Theorem 3.6. Equa- 

tions (3.28)-(3.33) follow from (3.23)-(3.27) and Theorem 3.2. 0 

4. Orphans of R(m- 3, m) 

Let C be a binary linear code of length n, and let C’ be a coset of C with minimal 

weight p. Vectors of weight p in C’ are called leaders of C’. For any x =(x1, . . . , x,J, 

y=(y,, . . . . y,&GF(2)“, we say x<yifxi= 1 implies yi= l(1 di<n). For any cosets C’ 

and C” of C, we say C’ < C” if x < y for some leaders x of C’ and y of C”. < is a partial 

order on the set GF(2)“/C of all cosets of C in GF(2)“. Maximal elements in 

(GF(2)“/C, < ) are called orphans of C ([S]). A coset C’ of C with minimal weight 

p is an orphan of C iff the vectors of C’ with weights p and p + 1 cover all coordinate 

positions [4, Theorem 11. For E=O or 1, C’ is called E-covered if for each coordinate 

position i, there is a leader of C’ with an E in position i. Automorphisms of C send 

orphans to orphans and s-covered cosets to z-covered cosets. If C is an even code, then 

C’ is an orphan iff it is l-covered. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let O<r<m. For any q(A)ER(r+ l,m)\R(r,m) (AEM,), q(A)+R(r,m) 
is an orphan of R(r,m) which is both l-covered and O-covered. 

Proof. We may assume A=[vi, . . . ,vp]EMm+, where p > 1 is the minimal weight of 
q(A) + R( r, m). If B is obtained by adding h = (1, . . . , 1) to any row of A, using (2.12), 
one can easily see that q(B)Eq(A)+R(r,m) using the fact q(A)ER(r+ 1, m). Hence, for 
any UEGF(~)“, 

q(Cv, +u, 1.. 3 v,+ulbq(A)+R(r,m). (4.1) 

By choosing suitable a, we may make any given veGF(2)” appear or not appear in the 
columns of [vi +u, . . . , vN + u]. Hence, q(A)+ R(r, m) is both l-covered and 
O-covered. 0 

Theorem 4.2. (i) If m is even, the orphans of R(m-3,m) are the cosets in 

Cq(D,,,)+R(m-33,m)lGA(m,2), t=2,4, . . . ,111. 

(ii) Zf m is odd, the orphans of R(m- 3, m) are the cosets in 

Cq(D,,,)+R(m-33,m)l,,(,,,,, t=&%...,m-1. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Cq(B,,,)+R(m-3,m)l,,(,,,,. (4.4) 

In both (i) and (ii), all the orphans of R(m - 3, m) are both l-covered and O-covered. 

Proof. Since q(D,,,)ER(m-2,m)\R(m-3,m) (t=2,4,...,2Lm/2]), by Lemma 4.1, 
q(D,,r)+ R(m-3,m) is both l-covered and O-covered. 

(i) It remains to prove that q(A,,,)+R(m-3,m) (t=O, 1, . . . ,m) and 
q(B,,,)+ R(m-3,m) are not l-covered. We claim that for any coset leader 

q(A)Eq(Am,t)+R(m-3,m) (~~~~,A 

0 

II 0 

does not appear as a column of A. Otherwise, t 2 1, and 

0 

A=A1 ; . 

[ 1 0 

Since AAT=A,,,Ai,,=Z(m,t), we have A,AT=I(m,t). Then q(AI)Eq(B,,,)+ 
R(m- 3, m). There is a contradiction since q(B,,t) + R( m- 3, m) has minimal weight 
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t+ 1 (Lemmas 3.3 and (3.14)) and [q(A,)I = t- 1. Similarly, one can prove that for any 
coset leader q(A)Eq(B,,,)+R(m_3,m) (AEM,,,+~), 

1 

II 1 

does not appear as a column of A. 
(ii) As in (i), q(A,,,)+R(m-3,m) (t=O,l,..., m) are not orphans. It remains to 

prove that q( B,,,,) + R( m - 3, m) is both l-covered and O-covered. Since the minimal 
weight of q(B,,,)+R(m- 3,m)=m + 1 = the covering radius of R(m- 3, m) (Theorem 
3.5), q( B,, ,) + R( m - 3, m) is an orphan, hence is l-covered. Let 

1 . . . 1 

J= ; 

[ 1 i EMm.m+l. 

1 . . . 1 

Thenq(B,,,)andq(B,,,+J)areleadersofq(B,,,)+R(m-3,m).ForanyU~GF(2)“, 
one of B,,, and B,, ,,, + J does not contain u as a column. Hence, q(B,,,)+ 
R( m - 3, m) is O-covered. 0 

Theorem 4.3. R (m - 3, m) is normal. 

Proof. It follows immediately from [9, Lemma 21 and Theorem 4.2. 0 

5. Weight Distributions of Cosets of R(m - 3, m) 

For any Cc M,/-, and w 2 0, let iV,( C) be the number of vectors of weight w in C, 
and let 

dw(C)= AM,,,,: q(A)4 =4-‘(C) n M,,,. (5.1) 

We try to derive a recursive formula for N,(C) in terms of NC(C) and (.&r(C)1 
(0 <c < w, [ = w (mod 2)). For any A, BE M,, we say A z B if B can be obtained from 
A by a permutation of columns. x is an equivalence relation on M,. Let 
p: M, -+ M,lx be the quotient map. 

Lemma 5.1. 

i 

Nc(C)=I P(~lv(C))l. (5.2) 
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Proof. For O,< i< w/2, let 

&‘$( C) = { AEJXIJ C) : A has exactly i pairs of repeated columns}. (5.3) 

Then 

IP(~w(C)N= c IP(43C))l. 
Osi$w/Z 

Clearly, 

IP~~~~~C~~l~IP~~(W0~2i~C~~I~IP~M~,i~l~ 

Note that 

IP(~‘,0’2i(C))I=N,-*i(C), 

(5.4) 

and 

I p(M&l = the number of ways to choose i elements from GF( 2)” with 
repetition allowed 

=( 2”,i-1). 

Hence (5.4) becomes 

lP(Jff+w(C))l= c oci9w,2 ( 2m+~A1)Nw-e2iCc) 

W-i 

c 

2”+y-l 
= 

OCC<W 

i-i 

W--C 
N&C). 0 

[-w(mod 2) 2 

A partition 1 of the integer w (denoted by ,I l-w) is a sequence 1= (A,, AZ, . . . ) of 
nonnegative integers such that xi i& = w. For w >O, [ 20, define 

Sm(W0= 
&&& l$zZ)~ (5.5) 

Note that g,,,( w, [) # 0 only when 0 <i < w and c = w (mod 2). 

Lemma 5.2. 

IP(~dC))l= c sm(w 01 ddC)I. 
O<<<W 

Cc w (mod 2) 

(5.6) 
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Proof. Let the symmetric group S, act on d,(C) by column permutation. Then 
1 p(d,,,( C))l is the number of &-orbits in zz?,( C). By Burnside’s Lemma ([ 3, Theorem 
1.2.5]), 

IP(4v(C))/=; c IF(~ 
. .ESW 

(5.7) 

where 

F(cr)=(AE%!z&(C): cr(A)=A} (5.8) 

is the set of elements fixed by a. Let ES,,, be a disjoint product of 5 cycles of even 
length and c cycles of odd length. Without loss of generality, write 

cr=(1,2,...) *** ( ) ( ) *.. (...,w-l,w), (5.9) 
\ / I I \ / I I 

11 4 jl A 

where i l,...,ii are odd and j,, . . . , j, are even. Then any A EF( CX) is of the form 

A=[q . ..UI. *.., vg...uI;, ur . ..Ul. . . . 2.Q . . . . Us], (5.10) 
I c I I I , J 

h ii jl A 

where [vI , . . . ,Q]E&‘~(C), and ul, . . . , u+GF(2)“’ are arbitrary. Hence 

Iwd=l4(CW”. (5.11) 

For any MES, and 1=(1,,&, . . . ) tw, we say a is of type ,I if a is a disjoint product of 
li cycles of length i (i = 1,2 . . . ). There are 

W. I 

II,E,(iAi’li!) 

CL&, of type A, and for each such a, (5.11) gives 

IF(a)l=l~~,+i,+l,+...(C)I2’“‘+““+”””. 

By (5.8) and (5.13), 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 
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The function g,,,( w, 5) is difficult to compute in general. However, when [ (< w) is 
close to w, g,,,(w, [) takes rather simple expressions: 

Sm(W, w)=$ (5.14) 

2”-l, w=2, 

gm(w, W-2)= 2m- 1 1 
(5.15) 

(w-2)!+3-(w-3)!’ w’3’ 

Theorem 5.3. Let Cc M,/ - . Then the minimal weight of C is 

p=min{c: RI~(C)#~}. 

The weight distribution of C is given by the recursive formula 

(5.16) 

w>p+2, (5.17) 

with initial conditions 

N,(C)=$W)I, (5.18) 

(5.19) 

Proof. Equation (5.16) is obvious. Equation (5.17) follows from (5.2) and (5.6). Equa- 
tions (5.18) and (5.19) also follow from (5.2) and (5.6) using (5.14). 0 

When w (2~) is close to p(, (5.17) gives rather simple formulae for N,(C) in terms of 

IWC)l: 

I -2m-‘+&42(C)l, p=O, 

Nu+z(C)= 2,,-’ . 1 
-- 

p! + 3*(/l-l)! I~p+z(c)l> CL> 1, 

(5.20) 

-~+~)l~~+~(C)l+~l(B,+,(C)I, (5.21) 
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We now turn to weight distributions of cosets of R(m- 3, m). For any AEM,, let 
Al= q( A) + R(m- 3, m). By Theorem 3.6, it suffices to look at the weight distributions 

of Ayt (t=O, 1, . . . . m), BTm and DTz (t=2,4 , . . . ,2Lm/2 J). By Theorem 5.3, we only 
have to know 1 a?‘<( )I (c 30) of these cosets. 

Let V be a vector space over GF(2) with nondegenerate inner product 
1: Vx V +GF(2). (V, I) is called a symplectic space if l(u, u) =0 for all DE V, and is 
called an Euclidean space otherwise. A subspace W of V is called isotropic if 1( u, u) = 0 
for all u, UE W. Let 

@,,k = the number of k-dimensional isotropic subspaces of an 
n-dimensional Euclidean space, 0 < k < n 12, n 2 1, 

Y,,k = the number of k-dimensional isotropic subspaces of an 
n-dimensional symplectic space, O< k<n/2, n is even. 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

Lemma 5.4. (i) For 0 < k < n/2, n 2 1, 

1 k=O, 
nfz1(2n+l-2i-1) 

n is odd, 
@n,k = nL1(2’-1) ’ 

,2,_~_l,TIf’:(2”-2’-1) niseuen k>l 

&(2’-1) ’ ’ ’ . 
(ii) For 0 <k < n/2, n even, 

&-&(2”+2-3’-1) 

&, (2’- 1) . 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

Proof. We omit the details. One can see [12]. 0 

For 4’20, let 

~(m,t,O={A~M,,r: AAT=Z(m,t)}, t=O, 1, . . . ,m, (5.26) 

~(m,r,r)=(AEM?& AAT=K(m,t)}, t=2,4, . . . . 2Lm/2], (5.27) 

Clearly, 

9(m,r,U=d, for i<r, (5.28) 

X(m,t,f!J=+, for i<t+l. (5.29) 

Let 1: GF(2)I x GF( 2)r + GF(2) be the usual dot product, and for i 2 t 2 0, define 

a1 

$Jt,[)={A= ; [I EY( t, E, LJ : I restricts to an 

at 
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(5.30) Euclidean inner product on (q , . . . , at)‘}, 

a1 

YJt,l)={A= ; 

[I 

E#( t, t, 6) : I restricts to a 

a, 

symplectic inner product on (aI, . . . , at)‘}. (5.3 1) 

Also define x,(&c), x,(&5) ([at+ 1, t>,2 even) similarly. Then 

~(t,t,~)=~~(t,r)u~~(t,r), i>tao, 

~(GGO=~At,O, X,(&0=4, Cat++, t>2 even. 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

Lemma 5.5. 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

~(1’4)t(2~~r~2)~~~~51-1/~+l~,2(22i- l), 4’2t>2, c odd,t even, 

~~1’4~~t~1~~2S~t~1~~~~~~~~+1~,2(22i-1), [>t>l, 5 evqt odd, 

2(1/4)r(*6-z),I,~(:,:),2(22i_ I), Cata2, C andt both even, 

(5.36) 

4 
I~s(t,C)l= 

c>t>,2, c odd,t even, 

0, Cat&l, C even,t odd, 

2(1/4)t(25-t)n~~~:I:2+1 (22i_ 1), 5at>2, 5 andt both even, 
(5.37) 

Proof. We omit the details. 0 
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Lemma 5.6. For c 2 0, 

[I~(t,5)1~i-t,k+l~(t,5)( Y<-f,k12(1’2)k(k-1) 

OCkSminCm-1, (i-0/2) 

x n (2’-l), t=O,l,..., m, 
i=m-f-k+1 

(5.39) 

I.x(~,4lJ=l~(t~i)l c gjc_r,k2WW-l) 

O<kgmin(m-1, (<-2)/Z) 

x n (2’-l), t=2,4 ,..., 2Lm/2]. 
i=m-t-k+1 

(5.40) 

Proof. Any A0(m, t, i) is of the form 

A= (5.41) 

where X~s(t,t,c), YXT=O, YYT=O. For any 

(5.42) 

let 

qx=( YEM,-,,I: yxT=o, YYT=O}. (5.43) 

For any isotropic subspace VC (x1, . . . , x,)‘- with dim V< m - t, let 

Yl 

Y x,y={Y= 

[ I ; : (Yl)...) ymet)=V}. (5.44) 

Ym-, 

Then 

C!Yu,= u +Y x.v, (5.45) 
Yc<x1,...,xt)’ is isotropic, dim V $ m-f 

where the union is disjoint. For any isotropic subspace VC (x1, . . . ,x,)’ with 
dimV=k,<m-t,chooseabasisv,,..., vk for V. Then GL( m - t, 2) acts transitively on 
gx,v by left multiplication, and the stabilizer of 
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QEGL(m-t-k,2) }. 
Hence 

IWm-t,W 
Ill-t 

13x*vl= 2k(m-‘-k)l~~(~_~_k,2)) 
= 2WWW-1) I-I (2’- 1). (5.46) 

i=m-t-k+1 

Therefore 

c l%X,“I 
XE~(f*f,C) V~<xr,~~~,~~~~isisotropic.dimV~m-r 

= c c c Xd(t.t.5) OGk<min(m-t,(C-r)/Z) Vc(xt,...,xt)‘isiso(ropic,dimV=k 
I%X,“I 

m-t 
= c 2W)kW 1) 

O<k<min(m-I,([-r)/2) iJ!k+l(2i-1) 

x c c 1 
xsx(f,t,C) Vc(x~,~.~,xt)‘isisotropic,dirnV=k 

= c 
04k<min(m-t,(C-t)/2) 

[I~(t,r)l~~-t,k+l~(t,r)l &,k12”‘2’k’k-1) 

Ill-t 

x n (2’-1). 
i=m-t-k+ 1 

Equation (5.40) is proved similarly. 0 

Theorem 5.7. (i) For &O, 

0, if l is odd, 

l+ c 
2”/2’k(k-“(25-k_ 1) 

n;z:(2~-2i-l)fl$,_k+l(2i-1), 

lSkCmin(m,S/Z) l-$ l (2’- 1) 

(5.47) 
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(ii) For t=l,, . . . . m, and CaO, 

(iii) For 5 > 0, 

I~c(KA = 

$Cct, or cft (mod2), 

2(1/4)(‘-l)(Zr;-t-l)+@ 
c O<kbmin(m-r,(<-f)/2) 

2(1/2)k(k-3) 

#i;;1’:,,,_,+,(22i-1) fly=-;-t-k+, (2i-1) 
n:= 1 (2’- 1) 

9 

if catal, t and 5 both odd, 

2(1/4)1(x-0+5-t 
c OSk$min(m--r,(<-r)/2) 

2(1/2)k(k-3) 

#!;;:;),2_k+l(22i-1) nk-;_,_k+l @-l) 

n:= l(2’ - 1) 
9 

if [ > t 2 2, t and c both even, 

(5.48) 

0, $fi<m+l, or [fm+l (mod2), 

2(1/4)m(X-f-2) jJ~~=;:l/;tr+1j,2J (22i_ 1), 

if m even, tarn+ 1 odd, 

2(1/4)W+ 1) G-m- 1) ngr;+ I),2 (22i- I), 

if m odd, cam+ 1 even, 

(5.49) 

(iv) For t=2,4, . . . ,2Lm/2 J, and [>O, 

0, iffr<t+2, or i is odd, 

2(1/4)1(25-r) 
c OGkamin(m-t,(C-t)/2) 

2(1/2)k(k-1)(25-t-k_ 1) 

.nl~~:I:,,,_,+,(22i-1) nyc-,-,-k+1(2i-1) (5.50) 

n:= 1 (2’- 1) 
, 

ifCat+ is even. 

Proof. Note that 

(5.51) 

Then (5.47) and (5.48) follow from (5.51) and (5.39). We omit the details of computa- 
tion. Equations (5.49) and (5.50) are proved similarly. 0 
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